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I am so glad you are here.  

This guide is here to give you the tools to allow you to step into your
most courageous and authentic self. I firmly believe that we are
capable of designing the lives we are feel called to live. This involves
giving ourselves the permission to step back and take a look at where
we are going. Where you are going may not make sense at first, but
the uncertainty is a huge part of the adventure.   

Along the way, this adventure may take twists and turns, but my work
is to make sure you are as prepared as possible. What is called of us
today as humans is the willingness to be lead a life that serves our
greater gifts and purpose.  

So, grab your journal or reflect on these questions in any other way
you choose. Before we begin, I urge you to be completely honest and
unfiltered with yourself. These questions have as much power as you
give them, so don’t hold back! 

With love, 
Rina 

Welcome!



Question 1: What if you had $1,000,000 deposited into 

your bank account today?

I know this is one of those hypothetical questions you may have
asked yourself before. This time, I urge you to take a moment to
really be honest and ask yourself what you would be doing if money
was not the primary driving force for what you currently do. Would
you be spending more time with your loved ones? Would you travel
more or want to have the flexibility to work remotely?  

Think expansively. The answer to this question doesn’t have to
answer ‘what’ you would be doing but can also answer ‘why’ or ‘how’
you live your life. The why meaning your purpose or doing what
brings you most alive. The how meaning the lifestyle you choose to
live whether it be making your own hours, working remotely, or
taking a couple of hours out of your day to have the flexibility to do
what you want.  

Having $1 million deposited in your account doesn’t mean you leave
your job. The deeper question here is 'would having that money
change the way you see yourself, would it give you permission to
experience more, or take more time for yourself?'  

Now think of ways you can begin making these small changes to
your life today. It is easy to believe that money is the primary reason
why we have not begun to live a life that we really, truly want. For
you, the reality may be that you can begin making small changes in
the way you live today, without money being a constraint. 

Lastly, you don’t need to make big, bold steps to begin living your
dreams. You can give yourself permission to start in the little ways
because even the little steps are courageous steps.  



Question 2: What are your limiting beliefs?

What often stops us from taking steps toward a life that really
serves us and our higher purpose are the limiting beliefs or
stories we tell ourselves or have told ourselves growing up. It
is these same limiting beliefs that we carry out into our lives
and into the world. Charles Eisenstein calls this the Story of
Separation. What he calls the space between stories is the old
story of separation and the new story, or the more beautiful
world our hearts know is possible. You can read more about it
here: The Space Between Stories. 

So, what are the limiting beliefs you have been telling
yourself? 

Are they rooted in self-worth, fear of failure, or not having
“enough”? Take a step back and reflect on the language you
use each time you stop yourself from doing something.
Language matters.  

Here are some common phrases: 
I don’t have…time/money 
I should (insert action), but can’t… 

http://www.rinagpatel.com/blog/2017/6/12/the-space-between-stories


Question 3: Are you living life unfiltered?

This question is closely tied to Question 2. Often it is our
limiting beliefs that serve as our filters. There are filters that
are necessary to have, but there are also filters that stop us
from expressing and living our true and authentic selves. In
most cases, filters = fear.  

Where in your life do you see filters? Do you stop yourself
from saying what you really mean or making a decision that
pushes you a bit out of your comfort zone? 

For this question, give yourself the permission to really
question when and where the filters come on. If you want to
take this one a step further, observe yourself over the course
of the day. Filters can come on during interactions with
others or when you are on your own.  

If you want some more information around this question, feel
free to check out this blog post:  Courageous, Unfiltered Life. 

....you are more than halfway through. Just two more
questions left!  

http://www.rinagpatel.com/blog/2018/5/21/a-courageous-unfiltered-life


Question 4: What is the ‘should’ and the ‘must’ in 

your life?

One of my favorite articles of all time is Elle Luna’s The
Crossroads of Should and Must. 

The article is a bit long, but well worth the read.  

After you have finished reading and reflecting, list out all of
the ‘shoulds’ in your life. I should do this, I should do that.  

Then, list out all of the things you know you must do in your
life. The ‘MUST’ is all of the things that bring you closer to the
most joyous version of yourself. It is what you know you must
do in this one precious life you have been given.  

https://medium.com/@elleluna/the-crossroads-of-should-and-must-90c75eb7c5b0


Question 5: What is your risk not taken?

My second favorite article of all time is Any Dunn’s The Risk
Not Taken. This one is also well worth the read. After you
have finished reading the article, ask yourself when the
decision elf has come to you.  

After all, it starts with a decision. We are faced with a choice
and can make a decision that will lead us down one of many
roads. However, whether or not it is the road of ‘should’ vs.
‘must’ is all up to us.  

The Latin root of the word ‘decision’ literally means ‘to cut
off’. So, at the end of the day, it is our decision whether or not
we would like to cut off that which doesn’t serve us and bring
us closer to the lives we know we are meant to live.  

https://medium.com/@dunn/the-risk-not-taken-40cf0a8919cb
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I sincerely hope these questions were meaningful and transformative
for you. I would love to hear from you and learn more about how
these questions resonated with you! 

You can always reach me here! I look forward to hearing from you! 

With love, 
Rina  

Congrats!

http://www.rinagpatel.com/contact/

